Gene-regulatory complexes often require that pairs of DNA-bound proteins interact by looping-out short (often Ϸ100-bp) stretches of DNA. The loops can vary in detailed length and sequence and, thus, in total helical twist, which radically alters their geometry. How this variability is accommodated structurally is not known. Here we show that the inherent twistability of 89-to 105-bp DNA circles exceeds theoretical expectation by up to 400-fold. These results can be explained only by greatly enhanced DNA flexibility, not by permanent bends. They invalidate the use of classic theories of flexibility for understanding sharp DNA looping but support predictions of two recent theories. Our findings imply an active role for DNA flexibility in loop formation and suggest that variability in the detailed helical twist of regulatory loops is accommodated naturally by the inherent twistability of the DNA.
D
ouble-stranded DNA in vivo is often sharply distorted away from its classic B-form conformations. In many prokaryotic gene-regulatory complexes, short stretches of DNA, Ϸ100 bp in length, are bent sharply into circular or antiparallel (U-shaped or teardrop-shaped) loops (1, 2) . Looping allows synergy between proteins bound at distant DNA sites (3) and decreases the statistical noise in their occupancy (4) . DNA looping is also important in eukaryotic regulatory systems (5) (6) (7) . A striking recent example is the discovery of ligand-dependent DNA looping by the RXR receptor, which may play an important regulatory role at as many as 172 different locations, genome wide, in the mouse (8) . In addition, most (Ϸ75-80%) of the length of eukaryotic genomic DNA is sharply bent into nucleosomes (80-bp superhelical loops) (9) , which regulate the accessibility and proximity of other DNA-functional sites (10, 11) .
Prokaryotic and eukaryotic regulatory complexes involving short DNA loops (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) place strong constraints on the helical twist of the looped DNA (2) . For two DNA-bound proteins to interact when they are separated along the DNA, the proteinbinding sites need to occur on mutually compatible faces of the DNA double helix. This requirement is satisfied by a set of lengths for the intervening DNA that differ from one another by integral multiples of the DNA helical repeat, Ϸ10.5 bp. When the exact length of the intervening DNA in such complexes is suboptimal, the DNA may be under-or overtwisted to allow the protein-protein interaction. The DNA helical twist is altered in other biological systems as well, most notably in the nucleosome, in which the wrapped DNA is under-or overtwisted for most of its length (9) .
DNA bending and twisting deformations that are required for protein-DNA complex formation come at a cost in free energy, which contributes importantly to the net stabilities and functions of the resulting complexes. For these reasons, the inherent bendability and twistability of DNA itself have been a focus of experimental and theoretical investigation. Classic studies revealed double-stranded DNA to behave as a semiflexible polymer, characterized by a bending-persistence length P Ϸ 50 nm (Ϸ150 bp) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . DNAs that are longer than P are expected to be gently bent spontaneously and to require relatively little force to bend significantly, whereas DNAs that are shorter than P are expected to be nearly straight and to require great force to bend significantly. Similarly, studies of DNA twistability have shown the DNA to behave as an elastically twistable rod, with a torsional modulus of Ϸ2.4-4.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ19 erg⅐cm (1 erg ϭ 0.1 mJ) (22, (27) (28) (29) , implying that large amounts of force are also required to significantly twist a DNA of length shorter than the corresponding torsional persistence length, Ϸ170-320 bp. These findings led to a picture in which sharp DNA bending, and any substantial under-or overtwisting, is achieved in vivo by specific proteins that overwhelm the inherent inflexibility of DNA with large force.
Although these classic studies of DNA mechanics were motivated in part by a need to understand the behavior of DNA in sharply looped regulatory complexes and in nucleosomes, the actual behavior of DNA in this regime of sharp bending had never been investigated experimentally. Rather, experiments were carried out in a regime of gentler bending, and theories based on linear elasticity of continuous materials [the ShimadaYamakawa (SY) theory (19) ] or harmonic deformations of base steps [the Zhang-Crothers (ZC) theory (20) ] were used to extrapolate the expected behavior into more sharply bent regimes.
We recently used the ligase-mediated cyclization method (21, 23, 26) to directly quantify the ability of 94-and 116-bp DNAs to spontaneously bend and be ligated into covalently closed circles. (We refer to the resulting products as ''circles'' to indicate their topology and distinguish them from linear oligomers; however, they may be kinked or irregularly curved, not uniformly round; see Discussion.) Whereas the current understanding of DNA bendability predicted that such small circles would essentially never form, we found that they formed easily, with a probability that exceeded the predictions of the SY and ZC theories by as much as 100,000-fold.
In the present study we extend our analysis of sharp DNA looping to measure the twistability of sharply looped DNA, which is as important as DNA bendability in determining the stability and function of looped protein-DNA complexes. Our results challenge the classic understanding of DNA mechanics but support two recent theories that invoke a localized DNA melting or kinking in the sharply looped DNA; they also reveal roles for DNA as an active participant in the formation and function of looped regulatory complexes in vivo.
Methods
DNAs. Sequences E6-116, E8-116, and E13-116 are randomly chosen clones from a chemical synthesis of 116-bp DNAs having random sequences except for short, defined sequence ends containing EagI sites. Variants in the range of 105-89 bp were created from them by deletion of internal sequence by using PCR. 5S and TA sequences similarly derive from nucleosome-positioning sequences (30) . Sequences are listed in Table 1 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. DNAs were isolated from purified plasmid by digestion with EagI, followed by agarose gel electrophoresis and extraction with Elu-tubes (Fermentas, Hanover, MD). Concentrations of purified DNA stocks were determined from their absorbance at 260 nm. DNAs were 5Ј-end-labeled with [␥-32 P]ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase, followed by a chase with 1 mM unlabeled ATP.
Cyclization Assays. Methods and conditions used for quantitative ligase-mediated cyclization assays and methods used to distinguish circular products from linear, and monomeric products from oligomeric, are described in ref. 30 .
Bending and Torsional Elastic Constants. We estimated the apparent bending and twisting stiffnesses from our cyclization data by least-squares fitting to the SY theory (19) . We do not attempt to fit to the ZC theory (20) , because it does not converge for short DNA lengths. The DNA helical twist was kept fixed at the canonical value [34.45°͞bp (20) ], as justified by our finding that, for all sequences examined, 94 bp represented a locally optimal length for cyclization. Bending and twisting stiffnesses were refined iteratively, minimizing the sum of the squared deviations of log(J measured ) from log(J predicted ). The SY predictions were calculated as described (30) .
Results
Ligation-Mediated Cyclization Assay for DNA Flexibility. Cyclization assays are particularly well suited to an analysis of sharp looping, because they are specifically sensitive to strongly bent conformations. DNA restriction fragments having self-complementary ends are in rapid equilibrium with base-paired but noncovalently linked circular and linear oligomeric forms. This equilibrium is sampled and trapped by addition of T4 DNA ligase and ATP. Ligase does not contribute to the DNA cyclization process itself; rather, DNA conformational changes that bring the two ends into transient base-paired contact occur spontaneously (23) .
The ratio of the rate of formation of covalently closed monomer circles to the rate of formation of covalently joined dimeric species yields the ratio of cyclization to dimerization equilibrium constants (21, 23, 26) . This ratio equals the molar concentration of one end of a linear DNA molecule in the vicinity of its own other end, also known as the J factor, a direct measure of flexibility, mathematically related to P.
When the length of the DNA is varied in 1-bp increments, J varies with a period equal to the DNA helical repeat (21, 26, 29) . This oscillation in J reflects a requirement for the two DNAcohesive ends to come into proximity with proper rotational alignment, which is needed for the juxtaposed ends to base-pair and be ligatable. DNAs that are longer or shorter than an optimal length need to under-or overtwist to allow base pairing, which occurs with increased energetic cost and corresponding decreased equilibrium probability. The amplitude of the oscillations in J as the length is changed depends on the torsional modulus C, allowing C to be calculated.
Twistability of Sharply Looped DNA. We used the cyclization assay to quantify the cyclizabilities of 89-to 105-bp-long DNAs. We investigated two nucleosome-positioning DNA sequences and three random DNA sequences. All sequences carried cohesive ends generated by restriction-enzyme digestion.
Cyclization reactions ( Fig. 1 A-C Upper) show monomer circles to form readily even when the total twist is worst-case (one half of a helical turn away from a nearby optimum), implying that sharply bent DNA is highly flexible for twisting. Quantitative values of J are obtained from these data by linear extrapolation of the ratio of counts in monomeric and dimeric products back to zero time ( Fig. 1 A-C Lower) . The results from many such experiments show a clear oscillation of J with DNA length for all five sequences examined ( Fig. 2A) . Several aspects of these results are striking. The measured J factors greatly exceed the values predicted by the classical elastic or harmonic theories (Fig. 2B) [by as much as several millionfold for sequence TA-89 ( Fig. 2 A) ], confirming and extending our earlier findings (30) .
Not only are all DNAs examined far more easily cyclizable than expected theoretically, but they also are far more easily twistable. The dashed line in Fig. 2 A shows the prediction of the SY theory for canonical values of the DNA bendability and twistability, multiplied by an arbitrary factor (1,000) to translate the curve upward for comparison with our data. Whereas the SY theory predicts that J will decrease by Ϸ10,000-fold between 94 and 89 bp, the measured J factors for sequences TA and E8 decrease by only Ϸ50-fold and Ϸ25-fold, respectively; that is, these 89-bp DNAs are 200-and 400-fold more easily twistable than predicted. Moreover, these calculations assume the lower canonical value for the torsional modulus of DNA, Ϸ2.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ19 erg⅐cm (22, 29) ; using the value Ϸ4.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ19 erg⅐cm, which comes from more direct measurements (27, 28), would increase even further the disparity between the predicted decrease in J and that which is actually observed. Similar effects are observed for all five sequences when the lengths are increased from 94 bp to the next larger minimum at 99-100 bp. Sharply bent DNAs are far more easily twistable than is currently understood.
J values for the nucleosome-positioning sequences (5S, TA) systematically exceed those for the random sequences (E6, E8, E13), which is consistent with our earlier conclusion that the nucleosome-positioning sequences are unusually flexible for sharp bending (30) . However, the amplitude of the oscillation in J for the nucleosome-positioning sequences is at least as great as that for the random sequences, implying that the nucleosomepositioning sequences are not more flexible for twisting than are the random sequences.
Replacing periodic TA steps in sequence TA94 with CA͞TG steps reduced the J factor by Ϸ14-fold, down close to the values of the chemically random sequences. It is evident that the TA steps in sequence TA94 contribute importantly to the flexibility and nucleosome-positioning power of this high-affinity nucleosome-positioning sequence (31) .
We asked what values of bending and twisting stiffnesses were required to fit these data to the SY theory. Including all data in the range of 89-105 bp (all sequences simultaneously) yielded best-fit parameters of bending-persistence length P ϭ 113 bp and torsional modulus C ϭ 7.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ20 erg⅐cm (Fig. 3A) . Although these parameters allow J factors for the short DNAs to be reasonably well fit, the resulting curves deviate substantially from the data for longer DNAs ( Fig. 3B ; see also ref. 30) . Because the J factors of nucleosome-positioning and random sequences differed systematically from each other, we also fit them separately, obtaining values of P ϭ 105 bp and C ϭ 1.03 ϫ 10 Ϫ19 erg⅐cm for the nucleosome-positioning sequences and P ϭ 119 bp and C ϭ 7.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ20 erg⅐cm for the random sequences; however, these fits, too, deviate systematically from the experimental measurements of J factors for longer fragments (results not shown).
Discussion
Failure of Classic Theories of DNA Flexibility. Permanent bendedness in short DNAs can greatly enhance their cyclization probabilities (20) ; hence, our earlier results could be attributed to either a breakdown of the SY and ZC theories in the sharply bending regime or significant permanent bendedness in the DNAs. However, our current results on DNA twistability can only be explained by a breakdown of the SY and ZC theories. Permanent bendedness cannot explain the greatly enhanced twistability of DNA in this regime, which exceeds theoretical prediction by up to 200-to 400-fold (Fig. 2 A) . Moreover, both theories fail to simultaneously describe the behavior of DNA in the gently bending regime studied earlier and in the sharply looping regime (Fig. 3B) . These failures of the two theories must represent a breakdown, in the sharply bending regime, of the assumptions of linear elasticity or harmonic bending on which the theories are founded.
Recent Theories of DNA Flexibility. In response to our earlier findings of exceptional cyclizabilities of 94-bp DNAs, two new models for DNA bendability were developed, having in common an assumption of conformational changes in the DNA that occur with significant energetic cost but that create sites of enhanced local flexibility. One model (ref. 32 and P. Ranjith, P. B. Sunil Kumar, and G. I. Menon, personal communication), henceforth referred to as the melted-bubble model, supposes that short melted bubbles, present at equilibrium in double-stranded DNA blue, random sequences E6 (E), E8 (ᮀ), and E13 (‚); green, sequence CA94 (E). Data for 94-bp fragments of TA, 5S, E6, E8, and E13 and for a subset of the 93-and 95-bp variants are from our earlier study (30) . Dashed line, predictions of the SY theory (with P ϭ 51 nm and C ϭ 2.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ19 erg⅐cm) multiplied by an arbitrary factor of 1,000 to translate the predictions vertically onto the scale of the data. The amplitude of oscillatory changes in J predicted by the SY theory greatly exceeds the observed amplitude. (B) Measured J factors compared to the predictions of the SY (black curve) and ZC (red curve) theories for DNA cyclization. The predictions use the same canonical parameters for DNA bending and twisting flexibility as in A. Note the log scale for the ordinate, which covers 7 orders of magnitude. The ZC prediction is discontinuous, because the numerical evaluation of this theory does not converge for short DNAs having lengths that deviate too much from a local optimum. Data points come from the present work and our earlier study (30) . Both theories fit the experimental data for longer lengths (19, 20) , but both have the wrong functional form to simultaneously describe the cyclization of long and short fragments. For 89-to 94-bp DNAs, the deviation between experiment and theory can exceed several million-fold. Cloutier in ambient conditions, allow for enhanced DNA flexibility at the melted sites; the other model (33) , henceforth referred to as the kinkable wormlike chain (KWLC) model, invokes an unspecified local conformation that has enhanced flexibility. [Two additional theories are related to these theories but have not been applied to our cyclization data (34, 35) .] The KWLC theory predicts that, in the sharply looping regime studied here, cyclization is dominated by doubly kinked (or two-bubble) conformations. Both models explain the cyclizabilities of the 94-and 116-bp DNAs measured in our earlier study using reasonable values for the energetic cost of the proposed conformational transitions: Ϸ11 k B T for the melted-bubble model and Ϸ15 k B T per kink for the KWLC model (k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature). Both the melted-bubble and KWLC theories seem consistent with our data (J. Marko, P. Nelson, and M. Schurr, personal communications; see also Supporting Text, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Our measured torsional moduli represent (in the context of these theories) a weighted reciprocal average of the moduli for the predominant B-form DNA plus a small amount of short melted͞kinked DNA and are quantitatively consistent with the presence of a few base pairs of melted͞flexibly kinked DNA, as assumed in the meltedbubble and KWLC models. Conversely, given the experimental moduli for short melted regions, our measured moduli imply the presence of (or the equivalent of) Ϸ2-4 melted bp in the sharply looped DNAs, and the corresponding free-energy cost of such melting is in good agreement with the kink (or bubble) free energies that were estimated from our original data on cyclization of 94-bp DNAs, i.e., based on torsion-independent loopclosure probability considerations only.
Beyond complete local melting, the phenomenon of base ''flip-out'' also allows our data to be understood with both recent theories. Individual bases in DNA transiently rotate out of the double helix on the millisecond time scale (36) , creating localized highly flexible defects (37) . The corresponding equilibrium constants (38) imply a typical energetic cost for base flip-out of Ϸ12-14 k B T, again in remarkable agreement with the kink energies estimated from fitting the two theories to our original data.
Although our data are broadly consistent with the meltedbubble and KWLC theories, neither theory as currently developed accounts for the nonzero stiffnesses of the melted͞flexible regions observed in this study, nor can they quantitatively account for the dependence of J on the detailed length of DNA through a helical turn. Additional theoretical development would be useful.
Molecular Mechanics of Sharp DNA Looping. Our results establish that, as DNA is asked to bend ever-more sharply, it finds ways of doing so at a reduced energetic cost relative to that expected for a continuous elastic or discrete harmonic material. Such behavior is not surprising in principle. Crick and Klug (39) noted that this regime of sharp looping is distinctive in that the radius of curvature of the looped DNA is comparable to the molecular radius of the DNA itself. It follows that bending strains are likely to be large, and thus it would not be surprising if the atomicity of DNA allowed sharp bending and twisting to occur at reduced cost through localized structural deformations. Real materials under bending force typically fail by localized buckling, relieving most of the bending strain at the buckled sites. This fact underlies and motivates the recent theories for DNA bending.
Localized melted͞kinked regions may be expected in sharply bent DNAs because, for example, the energetic cost of bending a 94-bp DNA into a circle, assuming linear elastic behavior, is Ϸ31 k B T (32), far greater than the energetic cost of forming a small melted bubble or f lipping out one base, either of which would greatly relieve the bending strain because both melted bubbles and DNA with a f lipped-out base are highly f lexible (37, 40) .
Beyond just DNA melting or base flip-out, however, there are many other possibilities for localized structural defects that could potentially account for our observations. The only unifying requirement among these possibilities is that they confer greatly enhanced bending and torsional flexibility, not merely permanent bendedness. TA steps exhibit an unusual NMR line broadening of the adenine N2 proton, indicating large amplitude motions that explore long-lived altered conformational states (41) . Zn-dependent kinks have been visualized in DNA by atomic force microscopy (42) . Another atomic force microscopy study reveals a systematic disparity between the fourth moment of the tangent angle distribution and the square of the second moment, exceeding that attributable to image processing (43) , suggesting a softening of DNA on short length scales that is consistent with localized f lexible regions. Specific f lexibly kinked DNA structures have been observed in all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of a 94-bp DNA minicircle (F. Lankas, R. Lavery, and J. H. Maddocks, personal communication). Localized structural deformations have been detected biochemically in sharp DNA loops stabilized by Lac repressor (44) , lambda repressor (45) , and nucleosomes (46) , although their mechanical consequences are not known. Many specific kinked structures in protein-DNA complexes are understood at atomic Predictions of the SY theory using these optimal P and C values, extended to longer lengths, compared to our data for short and longer DNAs. Using the best-fit P and C values, obtained for the random-sequence data only, negligibly changes the predictions (results not shown).
resolution, although, again, their mechanical consequences are not known. It remains to be determined which, if any, of these modes of localized structural deformation contribute importantly to the ability of naked DNA to sharply bend and twist spontaneously.
Note, too, that melted͞kinked regions may be mobile. The KWLC model implies that melted͞kinked regions will be present, on average, twice per sharply looped DNA for DNAs in the size range that we investigated. Even if the melted͞kinked regions occur with enhanced probability at specific locations in the cyclized sequences (e.g., regions of lower thermodynamic stability against melting or base flip-out), they will be free to diffuse around the chain, subject only to their varying intrinsic local probabilities and to any restrictions on their mutual locations in the cyclized conformations.
Although localized flexible defects are consistent with our observations and are expected theoretically, models for enhanced DNA flexibility that are based on continuous deformation of the DNA are not excluded by our results. The only clear requirement is that the energetic cost of deforming the DNA must grow much more slowly than quadratic in the curvature. Indeed, the structure of the nucleosome itself can be viewed in this light. Although the nucleosome structure does reveal specific points with substantial localized structural distortion, much of the wrapped length is reasonably well described by a continuously but slightly deformed structure, in which the base roll and tilt angles oscillate continuously between modest positive and negative values (9) .
Implications for Tests of DNA Looping in Vivo.
A hallmark of looped regulatory complexes is that their probability (occupancy) oscillates as the length of the intervening DNA is changed in 1-bp intervals, with the period of oscillation equal to the DNA helical repeat (2) . Our data on cyclization reveal only Ϸ25-fold changes in the J factor for cyclization of random-sequence 90-to 100-bp DNAs, and earlier studies reveal only Ϸ25-fold changes for cyclization of Ϸ200-bp DNAs (22) , which means that effects on occupancy from changing the detailed length of sharply looped DNA will not ordinarily exceed Ϸ25-fold.
Qualitative bioassays for looping in vivo could miss such finite-sized effects and thereby mistakenly lead to the conclusion that looping did not occur. For example, transcriptional silencing of a URA3 gene in Saccharomyces cerevisiae reduces URA3 transcription by 30-fold, yet cells with the silenced gene can still grow in media lacking uracil (47) . Quantitative rather than qualitative assays are required for definitive tests of looping in vivo.
Biological Roles of Sharp DNA Looping. Our results imply an active role for the formation and function of looped regulatory complexes in vivo. The easy cyclizability of DNAs having suboptimal twists cannot be attributed to permanent bendedness but must represent exceptional flexibility inherent even to randomsequence DNAs, which implies that essentially any DNA will be capable of forming sharply looped complexes; yet, differing sequence-dependent DNA bendabilities and twistabilities can contribute to important differences in the stabilities of these complexes.
The exceptional flexibility of DNA for sharp looping explains how sharp loops can form in times that are far shorter than the cell-doubling time, in contrast to previous theoretical expectation (48) , and it implies that DNA looping can contribute importantly to both increasing the occupancy of proteins in looped regulatory complexes (30) and to decreasing the inevitable statistical noise in their occupancy (4) .
Our findings provide a simple explanation for the ability of two gal-repressor dimers to form a tetrameric repressosome even in the absence of heat-unstable nucleoid (HU) protein (16): the free energy of protein-protein interaction suffices to overcome the real cost in free energy of looping the DNA, which is far less than predicted from the classic theories of DNA flexibility. More generally, our findings suggest that HU and analogous proteins, rather than being responsible for deciding which loops will form in the first place, may instead function primarily to lock-in and stabilize looped states that form spontaneously by site-specific binding proteins interacting on inherently flexible DNA.
Our results provide an explanation for a puzzling aspect of existing in vivo looping data, namely, an unexpectedly high relative probability of complex formation even for worst-case lengths of the intervening DNA. Measurements of looping probabilities in vivo reveal surprisingly small dependences for changing the length of intervening DNA from a local optimum to the adjacent worst case: only an Ϸ5-to 20-fold range for AraC (15) and only an Ϸ20-fold (14) or Ϸ3-to 20-fold (13) range for Lac repressor, whereas far larger (e.g., 10,000-fold) effects were predicted based on the classical theories of DNA flexibility. These smaller-than-expected dependences of looping probability on twist are not simply attributable to the supercoiled state of DNA in vivo (49) , because equally small changes (only Ϸ2-to 5-fold) were also observed for NTRC activation by using relaxed DNAs in vitro (12) ; nor are the smaller-than-expected dependences simply an artifact of large background activities masking the detection of a far larger dependence: the relative probabilities measured at the local minima are adequately larger than the In state I the length and sequence of the looped DNA are such that its total twist allows two protein dimers to interact favorably. Changing the length of the looped DNA even by as little as one or two base pairs or, equivalently, changing its sequence to result in the same change in twist (52) causes a large-scale rotation of one protein dimer about the DNA helix axis, disrupting the protein-protein contacts (state II). If the protein were sufficiently flexible, then a large-scale protein conformational change could restore the protein-protein contacts (state IV). However, such hypothetical flexibility has not been documented, and the available evidence argues that it sometimes may not exist (50) . Alternatively, under-or overtwisting the looped DNA (state III) restores the protein-protein interactions, with no requirement for flexibility in the protein. Our findings imply that even worst-case changes to the twist (one half of a helical turn) come at a surprisingly low cost in free energy and corresponding probability.
uncertainty in the measured background (e.g., basal promoter) activities.
Such observations must mean that sharply looped protein-DNA complexes in vivo have a remarkable ability to deform structurally to counteract the unavoidable geometric consequences of changing the total helical twist of the looped DNA and that they do so with remarkably little cost in free energy (probability). In principle, the structural effects of small changes in twist of the looped DNA could be accommodated with flexibility in either the proteins or the DNA (Fig. 4) . However, because of the nature of the structural change, which involves a rigid body rotation of one of the interacting proteins around the DNA helix axis, a large structural alteration of the protein would be required to restore the original protein-protein contacts (Fig.  4, state IV) . Such large-scale conformational changes are possible in principle but have not been documented. Indeed, the available evidence argues in favor of rigid, not flexible, regulatory protein monomers (50) . Our findings establish that sharply looped DNA itself inherently has the flexibility needed to restore the protein-protein interactions at a low cost in free energy simply by under-or overtwisting the DNA to restore the total twist back to its original value (Fig. 4, state III) . Additional flexibility in the protein, if any, could lower this cost even further, but the enhanced real twisting flexibility of sharply looped DNA revealed in our study explains most, if not all, of the observed insensitivity of looping probability to the detailed total twist of looped DNA in vivo.
Until now, sharp looping of DNA in gene-regulatory complexes has been described and analyzed chiefly in prokaryotic systems, with only a few examples documented in eukaryotes. However, the recent discovery of ligand-dependent looping by the mouse RXR receptor, together with the finding of 172 sites genome-wide at which RXR DNA-binding sites occur in pairs spaced 30 to 500 bp apart (8) , suggests that sharply looped gene-regulatory complexes may prove to be far more common and important in eukaryotic systems than had been imagined previously.
